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ON STRONGLY EXPOSING FUNCTIONALS

J. M. BORWEIN

Abstract. Let K be a weakly compact convex set. The recent result of Lau

that its strongly exposing functionals form a dense G6 is here proved by a

modification of Lindenstrauss's proof that K is the closed convex hull of its

strongly exposed points.

Recently Lau [3] has examined conditions which guarantee that the

strongly exposing functionals of a closed convex set form a dense Gs set in

the dual norm. The central theorem was improved by Lau in [4] to show that

any weakly compact convex set has this property. This proof relies heavily on

the renorming theorem of Trojanski [7] and on results on the existence of

farthest points [3]. Bourgain [1] has also provided a proof, modeled on Phelps

[6] characterization of the Radon-Nikodym property, which is, as he says,

"purely geometric" in nature. It is the purpose of this note to indicate that the

original proof method of Lindenstrauss [5] can be easily adapted to show the

desired result rather than just showing that a weakly compact convex set is

the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points.

Let Ibea normed linear space, X* its dual space. Suppose K is a closed,

bounded convex subset of X: a point x E K is a strongly exposed point of K if

there is a linear functional / E X* such that f(x) > f(y) iî y E K— [x)

and such that whenever [f(x„)} converges to/(x) and [x„] is in K we have,

in fact, (x„) converging to x (in norm). The functional/is said to be strongly

exposing. Let FT denote the strongly exposing functionals of K.

We quote the following results which will be used in the sequel.

Lemma 1 [6]. Let X be a normed linear space. For any e > 0, suppose there

exist / g E X* with ||/|| = ||g|| = 1 and suppose f (x) < e/2 whenever g(x) =

Oand \\x\\ < 1. Then either \\f - g\\ < e or \\f + g\\ < e.

Lemma 2 [5]. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and let T be a bounded linear

operator between X and Y. For any e > 0 and any weakly compact convex set

K, there is another bounded linear operator S such that \\ T — S\\ < e and such

that sup{||S¿||: k E K) = \\Sk0\\ for some k0 E K.

Theorem. // K is a weakly compact convex set in a normed space then A" is

a dense Gs set in X*.
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Proof. The proof is an adaptation of that given in [2]. We may assume, as

in [2], that X is the closed linear span of K and so, being weakly compactly

generated, has a locally uniformly convex norm [2], [7]. It is easily shown that

IC is always a Gs subset [1], [3]. We need only show now that K~ is norm

dense in X*.

Let g E X* with || g\\ = 1 and let 0 < e < 1/3 be given. Since fC= (rK +

x)" for any x E X, r E R we may assume that ||A:|| < 1 and g(k) > e for all

k E K. Now let

C = {x E X: \\x\\ < 2/e,g(x) =0};       D = cöm {K u C).

Select/ E X*, k0 E K, and 0 < 8 < 1, such that sup{|/(A:)|: k E K) > 1

= f(k0) while sup(/(c): c E C} < 1 - 8. This can be done since C is a

symmetric set disjoint from K. Let Y be the direct sum of X and R endowed

with the l2 sum of the norms on X and R as its norm. Define T: X -» Y by

Tx = (x, Mf(x)) where M is chosen so that

M2(\ - o)2+4/e2 <(M - I)2.

(M > max(2/o, 4 - e2/e2(o - o2)) suffices.)

Then ||77c0|| > M and if c E C

||rc||2<||c||2+M2|/(c)|2<(M-l)2.

Since K is weakly compact we can find an operator S and kx E K such

that

\\S - T\\< e2   and    ||Sfc,||= sup{||S7c||: k E K}.

(Note that we may assume that S is an isomorphism into Y since T is.) Thus

||Sfci||> sup{||7fc||: k E K) - e2 > M - 1/3,

while for c E C

||5c||<sup{||(r-S)c||:cEC}+(A/-l)

< 2e2/e + M - 1 < M - 1/3.

It follows that S achieves its bounds at kx not only on K but also on D. As in

[2], pick e E Y* of unit norm with e(Skx) = \\Skx\\ > e(Sd) for all d ED.

Let « = eS. Then h E X* and strongly exposes kx on D. For, let x„ E D and

suppose that h(xn) -» «(A:i). Now

*(*, + *,)- e(&0 + e(Sfc,)->2||S*)||.

\\e\\ = 1 so that ||5x„ + Skx\\ ->2\\Skx\\. \\Sxn\\ < \\Skx\\, and this implies that

Sxn -» Skx because the norm is locally uniformly convex. Since S is an

isomorphism ||x„ - kx\\ -> 0 and h strongly exposes kx on D. Also, if g(x) = 0

and ||x|| < 1, ±(2/e)x E D and |«(2x/e)| < h(kx). Thus if g, = «/||«|| we

have: g(x) = 0 and ||x|| < 1 implies \gx(x)\ < e/2. By Lemma 1 either

|| g - g, || < e or || g + g, y < e. However,

g(kx) + gx(kx) > g(kx) + gx(0) > e

since g, exposes D at kx and 0 E D. Since ||A:,|| < 1, ||g + g,|| > e. Thus
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Il g — g,|| < e and we have constructed a strongly exposing functional for

K(D) within e of g. Thus Ä~ is dense in X*. The fact that K is the closed

convex hull of its strongly exposed points now follows from a standard

separation argument [2].
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